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Golf Cart Store: Golf Cart Sales, Golf Cart Repair, Custom Golf Carts
The golf cart of your dreams could become a reality with the help of the specialists at Carolina Golf Cars. Our team of designers can put together the custom golf cart you have always wanted. We can take care of that process from beginning to end, giving you exactly what you want. We will even deliver your finished cart directly to you. There are also plenty of new and used golf carts for sale for customers not looking for any kind of customization. Our inventor includes Yamaha golf carts, Club Car, and E-Z-GO for street legal use or 4×4 utility and recreational purposes.

Carolina Golf Cars is more than just a golf cart store as we also offer golf cart repair at affordable prices. Customers can browse our showroom in person or online. We also have a team of sales associates ready to speak with you about your individual golf cart needs. Dealing with most golf cart manufacturers is not always a personal process. At Carolina Golf Cars, we’ve made it our business to take a one-on-one approach with every customer. That means you not only get a quality product, but a quality team working for you. We are also very active in the community and sponsor numerous charities as we believe it is important to give back and help those who are less fortunate.

“To design, build, and deliver cars that meet our customers’ needs and exceed their expectations.” That’s our philosophy at Carolina Golf Cars. Our company was chartered in 1982 for the express purpose of buying, selling, and remanufacturing all types of golf cars, utility vehicles, and personnel carriers. Since that time we have grown to provide parts, service, rentals and fleet transportation. We specialize in building and delivering the cars that meet the individual needs of each customer.
Find out more by visiting our website, CarolinaGolfCars.com
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Helping me with a special project, so far I am extremely satisfied with the people and process. Will add pictures and more details as the project moved forward.
Helping me with a special project, so far I am extremely satisfied with the people and process. Will add pictures and more details as the project moved forward.
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Everyone and everything is Super
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Wow I cant even begin to describe how awesome my experience was with the service department of carolina golf carts. I wasn't even buying a golfcart but I needed help getting it inspected and transported and they went ABOVE and beyond. I think I would have given up on the process if it weren't for Matt Moeller in the service department. He was so good at communicating and so helpful and I would HIGHLY recommend this company based on my experience. I am so thankful to have had the help I did and now I have a golfcart that my son absolutely loves
Wow I cant even begin to describe how awesome my experience was with the service department of carolina golf carts. I wasn't even buying a golfcart but I needed help getting it inspected and transported and they went ABOVE and beyond. I think I would have given up on the process if it weren't for Matt Moeller in the service department. He was so good at communicating and so helpful and I would HIGHLY recommend this company based on my experience. I am so thankful to have had the help I did and now I have a golfcart that my son absolutely loves
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Great staff Clean environment Very knowledgeable
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I had bought a used Club Car Precedent from another dealer closer to where we were using it. I found Carolina Golf Cars to service my cart and purchase parts. I fancy myself as a competent mechanic and needed just a little direction. Matt got on the phone with me and from that I determined that several of my batteries were in need of replacement. I replaced 2 with the knowledge that I would replace the other 4 within the month.I took my cart in for a once over to check that everything was in working order and to replace the final 4 batteries. At the same time I needed them to adjust the speed setting. I dropped it off on a Thursday with the hope of it being done the following Wednesday for a trip to the beach. No expectations due the stated 5 day backlog of work. I called and spoke to Kevin and he indicated that it wasn't likely that it would be ready. Much to my delight I did get a call on that Wednesday in time to pick up my cart and take it to the beach. Kevin was most courteous and showed great compassion for me to have my cart for the weekend. I spoke to Matt to arrange the drop off and scope of work and he had written everything down. The experience was a joy from the first phone call to pick up.
I had bought a used Club Car Precedent from another dealer closer to where we were using it. I found Carolina Golf Cars to service my cart and purchase parts. I fancy myself as a competent mechanic and needed just a little direction. Matt got on the phone with me and from that I determined that several of my batteries were in need of replacement. I replaced 2 with the knowledge that I would replace the other 4 within the month.I took my cart in for a once over to check that everything was in working order and to replace the final 4 batteries. At the same time I needed them to adjust the speed setting. I dropped it off on a Thursday with the hope of it being done the following Wednesday for a trip to the beach. No expectations due the stated 5 day backlog of work. I called and spoke to Kevin and he indicated that it wasn't likely that it would be ready. Much to my delight I did get a call on that Wednesday in time to pick up my cart and take it to the beach. Kevin was most courteous and showed great compassion for me to have my cart for the weekend. I spoke to Matt to arrange the drop off and scope of work and he had written everything down. The experience was a joy from the first phone call to pick up.
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Thanks Mr. Reynolds for taking very good care of us
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Doug from Carolina Golf Carts was great to work with. He is very knowledgeable and patient with us as we reviewed their extensive inventory and test drove several carts. This place also allows you to customize the cart exactly how you want it. Definitely recommend talking to Doug and Carolina Golf Carts if you are in the market to make a purchase.
Doug from Carolina Golf Carts was great to work with. He is very knowledgeable and patient with us as we reviewed their extensive inventory and test drove several carts. This place also allows you to customize the cart exactly how you want it. Definitely recommend talking to Doug and Carolina Golf Carts if you are in the market to make a purchase.
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Knowledgeable staff.  They sale parts like wheels for reasonable price.
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Knowledgeable staff.  They sale parts like wheels for reasonable price.
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Thank your service for taking care of my golf cart and for bringing it to my house . It took some time for the parts to come in but thats every where know days . Big shout out to Karen and Brian and the person who worked on it sorry I dont recall his name . If you need some work done call them .By David Jolly
Thank your service for taking care of my golf cart and for bringing it to my house . It took some time for the parts to come in but thats every where know days . Big shout out to Karen and Brian and the person who worked on it sorry I dont recall his name . If you need some work done call them .By David Jolly
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Great deal and amazing service.
Great deal and amazing service.
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Learned a lot today from Paul Reynolds.  Will be buying a golf cart early next week.
Learned a lot today from Paul Reynolds.  Will be buying a golf cart early next week.

Karen Murdock
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Absolutely love this place The people are super nice  friendly. Even being short staffed, they follow through
Absolutely love this place The people are super nice  friendly. Even being short staffed, they follow through

Ellen Abercrombie
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Found the part we needed
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Zachary Weir
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This place is fantastic They explained the differences between the different options and took really good care of us. I will be using them again in the future and highly recommend them to anyone looking for a golf cart
This place is fantastic They explained the differences between the different options and took really good care of us. I will be using them again in the future and highly recommend them to anyone looking for a golf cart
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Joe in parts is always a excellent help. They are my goto place for anything cart related.
Joe in parts is always a excellent help. They are my goto place for anything cart related.
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The best service after the sell that I've experienced in any industry.  Really nice to work with a company that doesn't feel like it's trying to squeeze a penny out of you at every turn.  Will never purchase a golf cart anywhere else.
The best service after the sell that I've experienced in any industry.  Really nice to work with a company that doesn't feel like it's trying to squeeze a penny out of you at every turn.  Will never purchase a golf cart anywhere else.

Richard White
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Very easy to work with.
Very easy to work with.
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We have had a great experience. ....Pete is great thanks pete....Second Golf cart all I can say is Pete you rock thank you again...repeated happy customer
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Good prices great team
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Carolina Golf Carts was my first stop in my effort to buy my first golf cart.  Pete the salesman was top notch and walked me through everything there is to know in buying a cart.  Not pushy and super helpful.  Would recommend
Carolina Golf Carts was my first stop in my effort to buy my first golf cart.  Pete the salesman was top notch and walked me through everything there is to know in buying a cart.  Not pushy and super helpful.  Would recommend
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Good shop fixed my cart
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John hurst
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I just picked my cart from getting serviced and am extremely pleased with the entire experience. In and out painlessly and all the work completed at a reasonable cost. Thank you Austin for a great customer service experience.
I just picked my cart from getting serviced and am extremely pleased with the entire experience. In and out painlessly and all the work completed at a reasonable cost. Thank you Austin for a great customer service experience.

David Millsaps
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Great selection and Robert is a very helpful salesperson.
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Landon Roberts
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Great place to get a golf cart.We went in expecting to be pressured, but that wasn't the case.We got the impression right away that they were not selling us anything, just trying to hook us up with the best golf cart that would fit us.We were in and out, and everything went very smooth.
Great place to get a golf cart.We went in expecting to be pressured, but that wasn't the case.We got the impression right away that they were not selling us anything, just trying to hook us up with the best golf cart that would fit us.We were in and out, and everything went very smooth.
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We bought a used 2017 gas Yamaha.  Pete Reynolds was excellent to work with.  We were able to customize our cart to exactly how we wanted.  We even supplied our old utility bed from our old cart.  When it arrived I thought it was brand new.   Pete and his crew go above and beyond in customer satisfaction.  Would not think twice about purchasing a cart from here again or having them do any work on the cart.
We bought a used 2017 gas Yamaha.  Pete Reynolds was excellent to work with.  We were able to customize our cart to exactly how we wanted.  We even supplied our old utility bed from our old cart.  When it arrived I thought it was brand new.   Pete and his crew go above and beyond in customer satisfaction.  Would not think twice about purchasing a cart from here again or having them do any work on the cart.

Marc Norman
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No floor models to look at. Sales people are very nice and informative. Didn't know they where so expensive
No floor models to look at. Sales people are very nice and informative. Didn't know they where so expensive

MICHAEL BLAIN
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The Sales Rep Pete was knowledgeable and what he didn't know I got answers for my Dad and I.  We got what we asked for, plus.It was very busy, and there was a bit of a wait.  But Pete was very quick, polite, and professional.  It was a good day out with my 86 year old Dad.  
The Sales Rep Pete was knowledgeable and what he didn't know I got answers for my Dad and I.  We got what we asked for, plus.It was very busy, and there was a bit of a wait.  But Pete was very quick, polite, and professional.  It was a good day out with my 86 year old Dad.  
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We rented a golf cart for the long weekend and I can't say enough great things about Carolina Golf Cars. Easy to rent, great drop offpick up process, and an even better staff. It rained all weekend and when I called to book an extra day, Justin offered us the cart on them. We actually kept it two days longer than our agreement and could not be happier with the cart and customer service that was provided. Will 100 rent again
We rented a golf cart for the long weekend and I can't say enough great things about Carolina Golf Cars. Easy to rent, great drop offpick up process, and an even better staff. It rained all weekend and when I called to book an extra day, Justin offered us the cart on them. We actually kept it two days longer than our agreement and could not be happier with the cart and customer service that was provided. Will 100 rent again
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Robert is very knowledgeable and a pleasure to work with
Robert is very knowledgeable and a pleasure to work with

BangiT EnterTainmenT
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Very Friendly And helpful I highly recommend Carolina Golf Cart
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         CAR SALES

         *MONDAY TO FRIDAY – 8AM to 5PM

         *SATURDAY – 10AM TO 4pm

         *Sunday– Closed
    


         PARTS DEPARTMENT

         *MONDAY TO FRIDAY – 7:30AM TO 5PM

         *SATURDAY – 10AM TO 4pm

         *Sunday– Closed
    


         SERVICE DEPARTMENT

         *MONDAY TO FRIDAY – 7:30AM TO 4PM

         *SATURDAY and Sunday – CLOSED
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